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Global Industrie 2022 – Inetum continues its European tour
to showcase its Industry 4.0 expertise
After the Maintenance fair in Antwerp and Advanced Factories show in Barcelona in March
2022, Inetum, the leader in digital services and solutions, will be present at the Global
Industrie trade show in Paris from 17 to 20 May 2022. A succession of major events around
Europe, demonstrating the Group's expertise developed over years in the digitalization of the
industrial sector.
The industry sector is facing major challenges with the shift to electromobility, sovereignty expectations,
circular economy, and energy efficiency. Inetum, a leader in digital services and solutions in Europe and
an expert IT services provider in Industry 4.0, is mobilizing on a global scale to enhance all its expertise
and innovation capabilities.
In line with its UPSCALE23 strategic roadmap, Inetum has been committed for several years to providing
tangible 4.0 solutions to all players in the industrial sector. The IT services provider will be present at the
Global Industry exhibition to be held in Paris from 17 to 20 May 2022. This year's show will focus on
responsible reindustrialization.
Inetum will present its collaboration with the industrial integrator ATS for the virtualization of engineering
operations with Intraverse, a solution that makes virtual reality interactive, useful, and accessible to
companies. Applied to industry, the solution reduces cycle times in the renovation of industrial sites by
integrating eco-design, and by democratizing immersive training to facilitate upskilling.
Inetum will also illustrate its pragmatic approaches at the interface between IT and OT, with the Axelle
concept-machine (Collectif Continuité Numérique), and the rapid digitalization of field operations with its
partner Magic Software.
The Group will then be present at Pharmatech Cosmetech exhibition in the heart of Cosmetic Valley in
Chartres from May 31 to June 2.
Inetum, a global expert in Industry 4.0 innovations and solutions
As a partner to industrial enterprises, Inetum provides the advice, expertise and skills to support them in
their journey towards Industry 4.0. This is done through a consulting offer ranging from flash audit to
detailed roadmap execution with Inetum's consulting experts, and by providing solution accelerators that
combine verticals and innovative components with an industrial and global rollout capacity.
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Its international FabLab network – in France, Spain, Portugal, Belgium, and Morocco – further enables
Inetum to engage in co-innovation approaches around artificial intelligence.
According to Stéphane Raynaud, Global Practice Manager Industry 4.0 at Inetum, “Industry 4.0 has the
power to transform our industry in a responsible way to enable us to make increasingly customized
products and get it right the first time wherever possible. But it’s a long-term endeavour that requires
active collaboration between the worlds of IoT and IT, in order to best combine their respective advances.
This is what Inetum wants to demonstrate by showing the way in designing ecosystems for the industry,
like with the Digital Continuity Collective.”

About Inetum, Positive digital flow:
Inetum is an agile IT services company that provides digital services and solutions, and a global group
that helps companies and institutions to get the most out of digital flow. In a context of perpetual
movement, where needs and usages are constantly being reinvented, the Inetum group is committed
towards all these players to innovate, continue to adapt, and stay ahead. With its multi-expert profile,
Inetum offers its clients a unique combination of proximity, a sectoral organisation, and solutions of
industrial quality. Operating in more than 26 countries, the Group has nearly 27,000 employees and in
2021 generated revenues of €2.2 billion.
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